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By studying the contraction of K to IVIU inside the Iwasawa decomposition of a 
semisimple Lie group of real rank 1, we realize the representations of &‘M as limits 
of representations of K, obtaining in particular, limiting formulas for matrix 
entries. 0 1985 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let G = KAN be the Iwasawa decomposition of a connected semisimple 
Lie group of real rank 1, and, as usual, let M be the centralizer of A in K. 
We shall consider the semidirect product group RM as a limit of the com- 
pact group K under the continuous family (rr,),,, of contractions 
n,: NM + K: fim + k(A,ii) m. 
Here, k: m + K is the “lifted” Cayley transform and for HE a + of norm 1, 
the dilation A, is given by 
A ,ii = exp( tH) fi exp( - tH). 
A geometric interpretation of the maps rc, is as follows. Let X= G/K be 
the associated symmetric space and let 52 = G/MAN be its Fiirstenberg 
boundary. The group K is the stabilizer of the point o = IKE X and of the 
other K-orbits in X, and the group RM is the stabilizer of every horocycle 
through the point o = wb4AN E Q, w being a representative of the non- 
trivial element in the Weyl group of (g, a). 
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If we act on X by the elements exp( - tH) E A and let t tend to + co, 
the point 0 converges to the point o in the boundary; simultaneously the 
K-orbits are deformed into the orbits of the groups K, = A;‘K and in the 
limit they tend to the horocycles through o. 
On the other hand, every element of Rh4 is a limit of elements from the 
groups K, as t tends to + co. The maps 7c, defined above have the property 
that given fim E NM, the elements A;‘n,(rim) E K, converge to rim. 
Our main results give a relationship between the representation theories 
of K and RM. They consist in (a) realizing the representation spaces for the 
irreducible unitary representations of flA4 which are obtrained by 
holomorphic induction, as increasing limits of images under the maps rcnl of 
representation spaces for K; (b) obtaining limit formulas relating matrix 
coefficients for K to matrix coefficients in RM. 
This relationship can be considered as “dual” to the family (rc,) in the 
sense that the maps 
drc:: f* + (fig m)* 
determine the representations of K that have to be taken in the limit for- 
mulas. In very loose terms, the representation of i%V associated with the 
coadjoint orbit through the point /?E (ii em)* is realized as a limit of 
representations of K associated to co-adjoint orbits in f* containing (points 
very close to) the points (dz,)*-’ j?. 
The authors have previously proved similar theorems in certain special 
cases (cf. [3,4] for the case G= SO(n, l), [12, 131 for the case 
G = SU(2, l)), and these have been used to prove “transference” theorems 
for Lp multipliers. It may be that such theorems can be proved in this case 
also, although the details are not yet clear. We believe that the present 
work has further interest in that it clarifies the fine structure of the 
polarization spaces for NM. 
2. THE CONTRACTION OF K ONTO iVh.f 
(2.1) Notation. Let G be a connected semisimple Lie group of real rank 
1, K a maximal compact subgroup of G. Take a Cartan decomposition 
g = f + p of g (cf. [6, III; 7]), choose a to be a maximal abelian subalgebra 
of p and let C (resp. Z+) denote the set of roots (resp. positive roots) of g 
with respect o a (with respect o some fixed positive cone a+ in a). Then 
C+ has either one or two elements. In the latter case, take C+ = {A, 21); in 
the former it will simplify our presentation somewhat if we take 
Z+ = {A, 2A} with gA=gPn=O. 
We will denote by B( , ) the Killing form of g and by ( , ) the inner 
product on g given by (A’, Y) = -B(X, 8 Y). The algebra n = gmA 0 g -21 is 
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nilpotent of at most two steps; in view of the fact that [gp, m] E gp for 
/3 E Z, where m is the centralizer of a in I, we have [ii, m] E ii, and so 
fi 0 m is a Lie subalgebra of g. 
The Lie algebra of K may be decomposed as 
(2.2) DEFINITION. We define the family (dl)r,o of maps ti@m + f as 
follows. Let HE a+ be the unique element such that IIHJ( = 1, and set 
b,(X) = Ad(exp tH) X+ B(Ad(exp tH) X). 
The following easily established proposition, shows that we have actually 
defined a contraction of Lie algebras [14]. 
(2.3) PROPOSITION. Let X = X, + X, + X,, with X0 E m, X1 E g PA) 
X?Eg-,,. Then 
#,(X) = eCrLcH)(X, + OX,) + eC2’A(H)(X2 + OX,) +X0. 
Also $X, YEri@m, 
lim d,-‘C4,X 4, Yl = CX Yl. I-r +m 
(2.4) Given g E G, let k(g) denote the K component of g in the Iwasawa 
decomposition G = KAN. 
PROPOSITION. The map k: NM -+ K is a diffeomorphism of NM onto a 
dense submanifold of K and its differential at the identity is 
(dk),(Y+X,)= Y+OY+X, (XoEm, YEI?) 
Proof: By the Bruhat decomposition, NMAN is a dense submanifold 
of G. By the Iwasawa decomposition, the map g -+ (k(g), a(g), n(g)) is a 
diffeomorphism of G onto K x A x N. It follows that the map g + k(g) is 
differentiable on RMAN and its image is dense in K. 
Let iim = k,a,n, be the Iwasawa decomposition of rirnE flM. Then for 
a E A, n EN, firnan = k,a,n,an E k,AN, so that k(timan) = k(Em). Therefore 
the image of flM under k is the same as the image of RMAN. 
Suppose now that k(~,m,)=k(~,m,). Since M normalizes AN, 
k(fijmj) = k(fij) mjlTherefore k(ii,) M= k(E,) M. 
But the map N -+ K/M: fi + k(E) M is the Cayley transform which is 
known to be injective [6, p. 4071. This implies that ~5, = fi, and hence that 
m, =m2. 
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The formula for the differential follows from the chain rule and from the 
fact that the differential of the map G + K x A x N induced by the Iwasawa 
decomposition of G at the identity is the map g + I@ a@n that is induced 
by the Iwasawa decomposition of g. 1 
(2.5) DEFINITION. The contraction maps nn,: nA4 + K are defined for 
t>O as 
x,(11111) = k(exp(tH) Mz(exp( - tH)). 
In the sequel we will set exp( tH)g exp( - tH) = A, g. 
It follows from Proposition (2.4) that the maps n, are diffeomorphisms 
onto a dense submanifold of K. By the chain rule we have 
Before proving that the 71, are approximate homomorphisms we state a 
lemma which will also be used later. 
(2.6) LEMMA. Let B, and B, be two compact subsets of NM. There is 
to > 0 such that 
(i) for t 3 t,, n,(B,) 7c,(B2) c nt(mM); 
(ii) the set B, = (n;‘(n,(gl) n,(g,)): t 9 t,,, giE Bi} is relatively com- 
pact in 8M. 
Proof. Fix an invariant Riemannian distance d, on K and a 
homogeneous, M invariant, left invariant distance dR on w (see [2] for the 
existence of such a distance). Then d(fi, m,, i&m,) = dN(fi,, ii*) + 
d,(m,, m2) is a left invariant distance on NM. 
Since the map k: iciM -+ K is regular at the identity, there are 
neighbourhoods U of the identity in NM and V of the identity in K such 
that k: U + V is a bijection which, together with its inverse, is a Lipschitz 
map. 
Let V’ be a ball in K, centred at the identity, such that (I”)* s V, and let 
W be a ball in N, centred at the identity such that k(W) c Y’ and W s U. 
We may assume that B,= C,M, with Cj compact in N. Take to large 
enough that A,,CjcWfor j=l,2. Now, for tat,, m,, m,EM, fi,~C,, 
fi, E C2, we have 
= n,(fil) Mh~2m;‘) m1m2 
= k(A,ti,) k(m,(A,&) m;‘) m,m2. 
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Since A,fij~ W, 7c,(fil) nt(m,E,m;‘) E V. Therefore, it can be written as 
k(fi,) m, with firm, E U, i.e., as zl(A;‘fi,mr). This proves (i), since 
7c,(iilm,) n,(&m,) = 7r,(A,-‘ii,m,m,m,). 
TO prove (ii), it suffices to show that the distances dE(A,‘fi,, e) remain 
bounded as t, fi,, ri, vary. Now 
dm(Atplii,, e) = ei(H)‘dN(i7,, e) 
6 e”(““d(ii,m,, e) 
< Ce”‘““d,(k(fi,) m,, e) 
= Ce”(“)‘d,(7rr,(iil) 7r,(m;%,m~‘), e) 
6 Ce”Yd,(~,(fi, ), e) + dK(x,(fi2, e)) 
< C’e”H”(d~(A,fi,, e) + dN(A,ti2, e)) 
= C’(dE(ii,, e) + d&t?,, e)). B 
(2.7) PROPOSITION. Let ti,m,, ii,m, E NM. Then 
lim 7r~1(n,(ti,m,) n,(ii,M,))=ii,m,&m,. 
,- +co 
Proof: By Lemma 2.5(i), the expression which is taken to the limit is 
defined for t large enough. Since n,(mkm’) = mn,(fi) m’ for every 6 E R and 
m, m’ E 44, we can assume that ml = m2 = e. 
Let fij = expR(X, + Y,) with X, E g pA, Yj E g -21. Then by Proposition 
(2.3 )t 
nr(iij) = k(A,ij) = k(exp,(eF”““X, + e-2”(H)‘Yj)) 
= exp,(e -i(H)‘( X, + OX,) + e -2A^(H)‘( yj + (Jyj) + ,(ep2ncH)‘)) 
and, by the Campbell-Baker-Hausdorff ormula, 
7c,(iil) n,(fi2) = exp,(ep”(H)‘(X, + X, + 0(X, + X,)) 
+ ep2’(“)‘( Y, + Y, + O( Y, + Y,)) 
+ +e-2”(H)‘[X, + OX,, X2 + OX,] + o(e-2”(H)‘)). 
By Proposition (2.3), observing that 
rx, 9 ex,1+ [OX, 3 x,1 E m, 
k-‘(nr,(fi,) nnr(fi2)) =expRM(e-‘(“)‘(XI +X,) 
+ e “9 Y, + Y2 + 4 [X, , X2]) 
+ je-21(H)‘( [X,, t9X2] + [OX,, X2]) + o(e-2n(H)r)) 
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and 
~;Y~,(~~) dfi2)) = exp,,(X, +X2 + Y, + Y2 + $CX,, X21 + o(1)). 
Then 
lim 71;‘(71,(nl)71,(n2))=exp~,(X,+x,f Y,+ r,+;[x,,x,l) t--r +cc - - 
= tZ1122. 
3. THE JMAPS 
In this section we define a family of maps on g which will be used later in 
our decompositions of various Lie algebras. 
(3.1) Let X0 be a nonzero element in g --2rl, X,l its orthogonal in g -21 ; 
denote by tq, the cornmutant of X0 in m, and by m,l its orthogonal in m. 
DEFINITION. The map J,: g + g is defined by 
J,X= [X,, ex]. 
(3.2) PROPOSITION. The map Jx,, has the following properties: 
(i) it is skew symmetric, 
(ii) ker Jxo=moOgAOg,A, 
(iii) J,(H) = -21(H) X,,, J,,(X,,) = U(H) 11X0112 H, 
(iv) J, maps gPj. onto itself, and 
(Jxole-i)2 = -‘Wf02 llXol12 Id 
(v) J, maps m,l 0 X,i onto itself and 
(Jx,,Im~cw,+)2 = -4WQ2 II&II2 Id. 
Property (iv) essentially means that R is a group of Heisenberg type in 
the sense of Kaplan [7] (see also Koranyi [9]); hence we will be able to 
use J,, with X,-, suitably normalized, to introduce a complex structure into 
g -1. Most of the proof of proposition (3.2) relies essentially on the follow- 
ing lemma, whose proof may be found in Helgason [6, p.4071. 
(3.3) LEMMA. Let c1 E C. Then 
(i) iSx,~g,, CX,, OX,1 = -lW,l12 GW H; 
(ii) if X,, Y, E go and (X,, Y,) = 0, then [X,, 0Y,] Em. 
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Proof of Proposition (3.2). (i) (J,,X, Y) = -l3( [X,,, 0x1, fly) = 
B(K?C, LX,,, 0Y]) = B(X, @X,,, eY]) = -(X, J, Y). 
(ii) It is obvious that m, 0 gL @ gzn E ker J,. The opposite inclusion 
will follow from (iii), (iv), (v). 
(iii) follows from lemma (3.3)(i). 
(iv) Take XEg-,. Then 
(v) For XEm$, J, = -ad(X) X0. Since M acts by orthogonal 
transformations on g ~ 21, ad(m) (X0) G X,i . Therefore J, maps m,l into 
X,l injectively. 
Now take XEX,~. By (3.3)(ii), J,,Xem. If Yarn,, (J,X, Y) = 
-(X, J, Y) = 0. Therefore J,X E m, l. With similar calculations to those 
made in the proof of (iv), one can see that 
J;“x= -4A(H)2 llXol12 x. 
This shows that J,: m,l -+ X,1 is surjective, completing the proof of (v). 1 
Incidentally, it is a direct consequence of (v) that the orbit of X0 under 
Ad(M) is, when dimg_,,> 1, the full sphere {XE~_,,: llX[l = llX,Jl). This 
may also be seen by Kostant’s “principle of double transitivity” [ 15, 8.5.21. 
We list two further properties of J, which can easily be checked. 
(3.4) LEMMA. (i) For mEA4, XOEg-,,- {0}, 
(ii) Let y~g!!!~~, y#O, and let X(y) he the element in g-21 such that 
(y, . ) = (X(y), .). Let y also denote the extension of the functional to m@ ii 
which is trivial on m @ g ->. Then for all YE m @ n 
<ad*(Y) Y, . > = (JxcIJ Y, .I. 
4. CONSTRUCTION OF THE REPRESENTATIONS OF NM 
We are going to describe the irreducible unitary representations of NM 
and of K by the theory of holomorphic induction [ 11. We will concentrate 
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our attention on the representations of RM which are not of class one with 
respect o exp g -21; this gives us a set of full Plancherel measure [S]. 
In this section, we lind a parametrization of these representations by 
studying the orbits of the coadjoint action of he group flkf. 
The elements of (m @ fi)* will be denoted by pairs (rl/, y), where 1(1 E m* 
and y E ti*. With an abuse of notation that will create no confusion, we will 
identify II/ with its extension to m 0 ii that annihilates tit, and similarly with 
y. Sometimes, we will decompose y as 
y = y 1 + y2 where y 1 annihilates g -21 and yz annihilates g --1. 
(4.1) LEMMA. Let $Em*, y=yl+y2~n*, rn~A4, XjEg-jA. Then 
(i) Ad*(m)($, Y) = W*(m) ICI, Ad*(m) Y), 
(ii) Ad*(ev(X1 +X2)1($, Y) 
= (rl/ + ad*(X,) y, +ad*(X,) y2 + fad*(X1J2 y2, y1 + y2 
+ ad*VI) y2) 
ProoJ: (i) is trivial. 
(ii) Let ZEm, Y,Eg_,, Y,Eg-,,. Then 
(Ad*(ev(X, + X,))(ll/, Y), Z+ Y, + Y2> 
= <($, Y), ev(ad(X, +X,))(Z+ Y, + Y,)) 
=~(IcI~Y)~~+~,+~*+c~,+~,,~1+c~,,Y,l+~cx,,[x,,z]]) 
= (($,y),Z+ Y, + Y2 + ad(X,)Z + ad(X2)Z + ad(X,) Y, + tad(X,)‘Z) 
=($,Z>+(Y~, Y1+ad(X,)Z) 
+ (y2, Y2 + ad(X,) Z+ ad(X,) Y, + 1 ad(X,)* Z) 
= (Ic/ + ad*(K) y1 + ad*(X,) y2 +- + ad*(X,)* y2, -0 
+ (rl +ad*(X,) y2, Y, > + (y2, Y,>. I 
(4.2) DEFINITION. We call a regular orbit in (man)* an orbit of the 
coadjoint action containing points (II/, y) with y2 # 0. 
We fix an element X0 E g-21 such that 21(H)* llX,,ll’ = 1. By (3.2)(iii), J, 
defines a complex structure on gpA. We will let y0 the linear functional on 
fi such that yO(X) = (X0, X). 
We let M, be the stabilizer of X0 in M and m, its Lie algebra, con- 
sistently with the notation of Section 2. Also, choose a maximal abelian 
subalgebra t,, of m,, a set of positive roots @2 for (m,, to) with positive 
Weyl chamber t$ + in t$. 
Using these ingredients, we may describe the coadjoint orbits. 
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(4.3) THEOREM. Every regular orbit in (m@ii)* contains a unique 
element (~9,) t-y,,) with $ E t,* and r # 0. Zf g pzi, > 1, r should be taken 
positive. 
Proof: Let ($,r],+~]~)~(m@fi)* with v2#0, and let X(ql), X(v,) be 
elements of g->., g-2n respectively, such that (ul + q2, .) = (X(ql) + 
XrlJ? .), 
By (4.l)(ii), if X, E g-i, the component in fi* of Ad*(exp X,)($, q1 + q2) 
is given by q1 + q2 + ad*(X,) u2. By Lemma 3.5(ii), 
By Proposition (3.2)(iii), if we take X, = (1/2A(H)2 IlX(q2)ll’) 
J xC,,2jX(q1), we have 9, + ad*(X,) q2 = 0, so that the orbit contains a point 
of the form (\I/‘, q2). 
Ifdimg_,,>l,wecanfindm~MsuchthatAd*(m)~[W+y,,sowehave 
found a point in the orbit of the form ($‘I, ry,), r > 0. 
If dimg-,,=l, M=M, so that $‘Em$; if dimg-,,>l, we consider 
Ad*(exp X2)($“, ry,,). By Lemma (4.l)(ii), 
Ad*(exp Xd(V’, v,) = (V’ + r ad*(X,) yo, ry,). 
Let M($“) be the element of m such that ($“, . > = (M(+“), .) and let 
MO, M, be its components in m,, m,l, respectively. 
By Lemma (3.5)(ii) 
<f’+ r ad*W,) yo, .> = (MO+ M, + J,,X,, .). 
By Proposition (3.2)(v), J, maps X,$ onto m,l, so there is X2 E X,l such 
that J, X2 = - M, . Therefore, 
Ad*(exp X,)(vQ”, vo) = (ICI”‘, vo) with +“’ urn,*. 
By acting now with an appropriate element of MO, it is possible to move 
+“’ into to* +. g 
(4.4) DEFINITION. An element of (m @ ii)* is called reduced if it has the 
form ($, ry,) with $ E to* + and r#O (or r>O if dim gezn> 1). 
We complete the proof of Theorem (4.3) by showing that a regular orbit 
contains only one reduced element. Assume that both ($, ry,) and 
Ad*(exp(X, +X2) m)(ll/, vo) are reduced for some X, E g-1, X, E gezn, 
mcM. By Lemma 4.1, the component of Ad*(exp(X, +X2) m)($, vo) in 
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g? 21 is r Ad*(m) y,,. Therefore m must belong to M,. Hence we can write 
explicitly 
Ad*@M& +X2) m)(+, vo) 
= (Ad*(m) ti + r ad*(X,) y. +i ad*(X,)2 yo, rye + r ad*(X,) yo). 
The component of this element in g --1 is r ad*(X, ) y. which must be 
zero; by Lemma (3S)(ii) this means that X, = 0. Now, look at the com- 
ponent in tn*, Ad*(m) $ + r ad*(X,) yo. 
The first term is in m,*, the second in m,l*. This means that 
ad*(X,) y. = 0. The only freedom left is to act on IJ by Ad*(M,). But every 
orbit in rn$ under Ad*(MO) intersects t,*+ in one point, so the proof is 
complete. 1 
The next step is to find the stabilizer of a reduced element. 
(4.5) PROPOSITION. Let ($, ry,) b e a reduced element, and let M, be the 
stabilizer of II/ in MO. Then the stabilizer of ($, ry,) in RM is exp( RX,) M, . 
Proof We have seen in the proof of Theorem (4.3) that in order for 
Ad*(exp(X, +X,) m)(ll/, rye) to be reduced, we must have m E MO, X, = 0 
and ad*(X,) y. = 0. By Lemma (3S)(ii), this means that JX,X2 must be 
orthogonal to m @ ii, which can only happen if X, E RX,, by Proposition 
(3.2). If me MO and t E R, 
Ad*(exp(tXo) mMll/, vo) = W*(m) II/, rye) 
so that exp(t;l;‘,) m stabilizes ($, ry,) if and only if m E M,. I 
Let m2=tc@C,S,, m; be the root space decomposition of the com- 
plexilication rng of m,. 
(4.6) PROPOSITION. A polarization at the reduced element (tj, rye) in 
(men)* is given by 
b=b ($,r) = t: @ c m~O{X+iJ,X:XEg_1}OgC2n 
<JlT> so 
Proof: We have to prove that 
(i) h is a subalgebra of mc@iic containing m,O RX,, 
(ii) W rye), Ch $1) = 0, 
(iii) h is Ad(exp( RX,) M,,)-invariant, 
(iv) 2(dimc(m”OR”)-dimch)=dim,(m@fi)-dim,(RXo@mti) 
(m, is the Lie algebra of M,). 
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The only nontrivial point in proving (i) is to realize that if YE m, and 
XE g-A, [Y, X+ iJ,,X] E h. By Lemma (3.5)(i) for every m E M,, Ad(m) 
commutes with J,. Differentiating, one sees that the same is true for ad Y. 
Therefore, 
[ Y, x + iJ, X] = [ Y, X] + iJ, [ Y, X] E I$ 
For (ii) observe that tz 02 <+> c0 m; is a polarization at I++ for M,. 
Observe also that [m,, g--22] cX~, so that it only remains to prove that 
for X, YEA-,, 
[X+ iJ,,X, Y + iJ, Y] E X,i? 
Consider first the real part: 
(IYX Yl - CJx,JL J, n X0) = -4 cx n excJ + B( [J&K J, n ~XCJ 
=B(K cexo, Yl)-w,x c~xo~J,yl) 
= 4x, J, Y) + (JxoX J$ Y) 
= (J,X, Y) - (J,,X, Y) = 0. 
Since J, is skew symmetric and J$,, = -Id. The imaginary part can be 
treated similarly. 
The proof of (iii) is trivial. 
To prove (iv), observe first that, since tg @C<+> G0 m; is a polarization 
at + for m, 
1 % 
> 
= dim, m, - dim, m$. 
<SG>CO 
So it remains to prove that 
2(dim(m,l@n)-4dimgP,-dimg-,,)=dim(m$@n)-19 
i.e., 
which is true because dim m,l = dim g P21 - 1. 1 
(4.7) According to Auslander-Kostant theory, irreducible unitary 
representations of NM occur when the functional (J/, vo) is integral, i.e., if 
there is a character xIL,r of the group exp,vM(RX,) M, whose differential at 
the identity is 2ni($, vo). It is immediately seen that this is true if and only 
if $ is integral with respect o m,. 
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In this case, one takes the Hilbert space J&,,(~~) of analytic functions 
F on Nil4 such that 
(i) F(gh)=F(g) X&-l), geflM, hEexp.&RxJ M,, 
(ii) ZF= --274($, v,), Z> F, ZE bcti,,,, 
(iii) ~~~~~~~~~~~ IF(S 4= llFll.~~,~,,,m~< a. 
Left action of iVA4 on functions in qti,r,(N~) gives an irreducible 
unitary representation aCti,,) of i%4. These represetations, in the case where 
G = SU(2, l), reduce to the Segal-Bargmann representations of the product 
of the Heisenberg group and the circle; hence, we may think of qIL,JnM) 
as a generalized Fock space. 
The irreducible representations of m&I may equally well be constructed 
by the Mackey normal subgroup analysis [lo, Theorem 3.121 once the 
representations of N and M, have been obtained by holomorphic induc- 
tion. Our approach is completely equivalent; since it is somewhat more 
geometrical in nature, it seems more appropriate in the context of contrac- 
tions. 
5. THE REPRESENTATIONS OF K 
We will describe the irreducible representations of K in a way that will 
be convenient for working out the limiting construction. The basic 
ingredients we need are a maximal torus for K and a set of positive roots; 
Auslander-Kostant theory in this case reduces to the Borel-Weil theorem. 
(5.1) LEMMA. t = t, 0 R(X, + OX,) is a maximal abelian subalgebra off. 
Proof Recall that 
and that t, is maximal abelian in m,. Since [m,, X0] = 0, t is abelian. 
Now suppose that 
W=Mo+M,+(X,+eX,)+(X,+eX,) 
with M, E m,, M, E rni, Xj E g _ ji, commutes with t. 
For HE t,, ad(H) preserves the decomposition of f above, so we must 
have 
CM,, HI = CM,, H] = [X,, H] = [X,, H] = 0, VHE t,. 
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In particular, M, E t,, so we may as well assume M0 = 0. Now 
CM, + G-1 + OX,) + (X2 + ex,), x, + ex,] = 0. 
Here, 
Therefore, each term must be zero, i.e., 
CM,, x01 =J,X, =o and .zxox, E a. 
By Proposition (3.2) this means that M, =X1 = 0 and X, E RX,. 1 
We next describe the root space decomposition of (f’, t”) 
(5.2) THEOREM. The roots of (t”, t”) take only the values 0, + i, 42i on 
X0 + t3X,. More precisely, we have the following sets of roots: 
(i) QO, i.e., the roots of (ntz, t,“), which vanish on X0 + 0X,. 
(ii) @,, the set of roots taking values t-i on X,+0X,,. The 
corresponding root spaces span { X + 0X: X E g? A >. 
(iii) (Only when dim gpZi, > 1) G2, the set of roots taking values +2i 
on x,+ex,; the corresponding root spaces generate nt,lc 0 (X + 8X: 
XE x,IC}. 
Proof. (i) Since nt: = t$@CxEGO m;, it is clear that each nt; is 
invariant under ad(X, + 0X,); in fact we have 
[x0 + ex,, m;] = 0. 
(ii) Since for XE g-, [X0 + OX,, X+0X] = J,X+ BJ,X, the 
operator Id + 8 intertwines the adjoint action of t on {X+ 8X: XE g?,} 
with the action of t on gFi given by the adjoint action of t, and the action 
J, 0f x, + 8x0. 
We will therefore decompose gFn into ad(f,)- and J,,-invariant sub- 
spaces. Since J$, = -Id, let g? A = (XT iJ,X: X E g _ A ) be f i-eigenspaces 
for J,. Then to acts separately on gTn and gI1. If /? is a root for the action 
of to on gTA, - fi is a root for the action on g I~. 
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(iii) For M~mt, [X,+0X,,, M] =J,M+U,~ with J,,MEX,I. 
For XEX,~, [X,+0X,, X+&X] =2J,X. 
Since Jxt = -21d on m,l OX,‘, ad(X,, + 0X,,)‘= -41d on rn&” 0 
{X+ 0X: XE XkC}), so we can decompose this space into the f2i 
eigenspaces and then proceed as in (ii) for the action of t,. 1 
(5.3) We fix the following set of positive roots for (f, t): 
@+=@;V@:U@:, where GJ: and @: are the sets of roots in CD, and 
G2, respectively, taking values + i and + 2i on X,, + 0X,. 
Let .D be the minimum positive number each that p(XO + 0X,) is in the 
integral lattice of t. Then every element in the integral lattice in t has the 
form T + np(X, + OX,), where T belongs to the integral lattice in t, and 
nEZ. 
Let 7 be the functional on t defined by y(tO) = 0, yI(p(XO + 0X,)) = 1. 
(5.4) LEMMA. (i) The integral weights for K are all the functionals of 
the form ($, ny), where $ is an integral weight for M,, and n E H. 
(ii) An integral weight (II/, njj) is dominant if and only if $ is a 
dominant weight for M, and n > ni, where n, is an integer depending on Ic/. 
Proof (i) is trivial. 
(ii) Let CI E @$: Then ((+, nF),( l/i) a) = (I/, (l/i) CC) so that if (4, njJ) 
is dominant, $ must be dominant for M,. The other conditions for ($, njj) 
to be dominant are that for every root (/3, i) E @: or (6,2i) E @c we must 
have 
It suffices to take ni as the minimum integer for which these conditions 
are satisfied. m 
(5.4) PROPOSITION. Let II/ be a dominant weight for M,, and n 2 nti. 
Then a polarization at ($, njj) is 
Associated to any such weight (rj, np), we have the Hilbert space 
q,,n,(K) consisting of analytic functions F on K such that 
(i) f’kh) = f’(g) x(e,,,(h-l) for g E K h EM, exp WX, + ex,), 
where x($,~) is the character having 2ni(+, ny) as its differential at the iden- 
tity. 
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(ii) ZF= -27ci((@, ny), Z) F for ZE jcti,,,. 
The left action of K on q+L,nJ(K) gives an irreducible subrepresentation 
of the left regular representation which we call pcti,,, . 
6. THE REPRESENTATION OF KON p@ 
Let g = f + p be the Cartan decomposition of g relative to 8: we have 
p=a@{X-8X:X Eg-,}OjX-8X:XEg-2,). 
Now K acts on the complexification pa: of p by the extension of the 
adjgjnt representation. On p ‘, let ( , ) denote the Hermitian form induced 
by the inner product defined on p. Then the action of K is unitary; we 
denote this representation of K by U. 
In general, U is not irreducible. Now, we calculate the weights of U with 
respect o t. First, we decompose pc as 
p”=a”@{X-8X:X EgC~}@{X-eX:XEX~“)@C(X,-eXo). 
Then t, acts separately on each component, and trivially on 
ac@C(Xo-t?X,,). On the other hand, X0+ 0X, acts trivially on the third 
component. In fact, take XE X0. 1 Then [X0 + 0X,, X- 0X]= [0X,, X] - 
[X,,eX]=o, since [ex,,x]Em. For Xf5gP,, [x,+ex,, x-ex]= 
-[X,,, 0X] + [OX,, X] = -(JxOX- U,X), which shows that the action of 
t on the second component is equivalent to the action on gPi generated by 
ad t, and -J,. 
Finally, [X,+0X,, X,-0X,] = -2[X,,, 0X,] = -41(H) /lX0112 H = 
(-2/l(H)) H and [X,, + 6X,, H] = 21(H)(X, - OX,) SO that 
@U& + e&J I ac 8 c~xo-- oxo~)2 = -4~. 
(6.1) PROPOSITION. The weights of U with respect o t are 
(i) the weights (w, 0), where the w’s are the weights for the represen- 
tation oft, on X,Ic ; 
(ii) the weights (8, f i) for (B, f i) E cP1 
(iii) the weights (0, +2i); 
the weights in (i), (ii) and (iii) come, respectively, from the actions on 
{x-ex: xEx,lc}, ix- ex: xE gy, aa, 0 C(x, - ex,). 
Since all the positive roots of (f, t) are nonnegative on X0 + 0X,, the 
weight (0, 2i) is the weight of some subrepresentation of U. From what has 
been said, the eigenspace relative to (0, 2i) is one dimensional and is 
generated by the vector 
B = H - d( H)(X, - 0X,). 
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Therefore the representation of highest weight (0,2i) occurs with mul- 
tiplicity one in pc. Also, (0,2) is an integral multiple no7 of y”. Observe that, 
since (H, B) = 1~0, the orthogonal projection of H on the K-invariant 
subspace generated by B is nonzero and is an M-invariant vector. 
Therefore, the representation pCo,no, is M-class one. By the standard 
representation theory of compact groups, we may now easily deduce 
(6.2) PROPOSITION. Let f(k) = (H, Ad(k) B). Then 
0) r~ qo, noj(W, 
(ii) r(mkm,)=T(k)for mEM, m,EMO, 
(iii) ,fov XE U(F)), XT(k) = (H, Ad(k) ad(X) B), 
(iv) I/U m = IT(e)I = 1. 
Proof. Only (iv) needs a proof. Observe that IIA(H)(X, - SX,)ll = 1 and 
that H and X0 - 0X,, are orthogonal. Also 
(I-(k)(*= I(Ad(k-‘) H, H)\*+ I(Ad(k-I) H, /I(H)(X,-OX,))J*. 
Therefore Ir(k)l is the norm of the orthogonal projection of Ad(k-‘) H 
on the two dimensional space generated by H and (X,-0X,). 1 
7. ASYMPTOTIC BEHAVIOUR OF r 
Our subsequent results are based on studying the limiting behaviour as 
1 ---f co of (f 0 rcI,)‘, where ‘II,, denotes the contraction map defined in (2.5) 
and where 1 E N is related to t, by the formula 
1 e*j.(H)rf =_ 
v 
for PER+. 
We shall see that the limit lies in the polarization space q0,P,(N44). 
More precisely, we have 
(7.1) PROPOSITION. Let mEM, XEg_,, YEg-21, and ti=exp(X+ Y). 
Then 
lim r(7c,,(fim))‘= eP 4ni(H)2~(i(Y,Ad(m)Xa)+ UlW12/4)) 
/*cc 
and the convergence is uniform on compact subsets of SM. 
Proof. By definition we have 
xn,,(fim) = k(A,,tim) = k(A,,fi) m 
= k(exp(e- W)l/X+ ,-22W~/y)) m 
= mk(exp(e- k(ffb/ Ad(m-‘) X+ e-2”(ff)“A4m-‘) y)) 
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Since r is left M-invariant, we obtain 
lJn,,(iim))‘= Z(k(exp(e-“‘H”‘X, + eP2”H”‘Y,))), 
where X, = Ad(m-‘) XEg_, and Y, = Ad(m-‘) YE gP21, 
We expand To k in a Taylor series in the parameter s = c’(~)‘: about 
the identity, obtaining 
W(evWl + s’y,))) 
= 1 + sX,(ro k)(e) 
+ f {g(To k)(e) + 2Y,(Tok)(e)} + o(s*) 
By the chain rule 
and 
X,(To k)(e) = (X, + 8X,) r(e) 
x(Tok)(e) = (X, + BX,)* f(e) 
By (6.2)(ii), X,(To k)(e) = (H, [X, + 0X,, B]). Since [Xi + OX,, B] con- 
tains terms in gl, gzn, g _ >, , and g _ 2A only, it is orthogonal to H; hence 
X,(To k)(e) = 0. (2) 
Replacing X, by Y, in the above argument, we end up with 
Y,(rok)(e)=(H, CYl+OY,, Bl), 
where 
[Y,+eY,,B]=[Y,+eY,,H-i;l(H)(X,-eX,)]. 
The terms in the expansion of this Lie product which belong to a give, 
by (3.3) -4iA(H)* (Yi, X,,) H. Hence, we obtain 
Y,(Tok)(e) = -4il(H)* (Y, Ad(m) X0). (3) 
In a similar fashion, one calculates 
X’f(rok)(e)=(H, [X,+8X,, [x,+ex,,H-i~(H)(X,-eX,)]]) 
= w cex,, cx,, m + CJL cex,, ml) 
= (H, -24f02 11x1 II* HI 
= -2L(H)2 llXll12 = -21(H)* llXl/*. (4) 
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Substituting (2), (3), and (4) into the expansion (1) and letting I+ co, 
we obtain 
iim (ro k(exp(e- w/jyl +e-2"w)'/y1))' 
I+m 
= lim 1 - 4i,I(H)’ e--2’(H)zr( Y, Ad(m) X,,) 
/-+m 
= e-4n~(H)2~(i~Y,Ad(“)~o)+(ll~l12/4)) 
Further, the convergence is uniform on compact subsets of ~VLI~. 1 
By (6.2)(i), r’ belongs to the representation space Z?&,,,,(K). The next 
proposition shows that the limiting expression above belongs to the space 
&,,,(R~). Making a slight modification of the above construction, we 
obtain elements of the other spaces s!!&JRII~). 
PROPOSITION. Let $ be a dominant integral weight in t$, and let nti be as 
in (5.4). Let 4 be the highest weight vector in SCti,,,,,(K), normalized such 
that 4(e) = 1. 
Then, with notation as in (7.1) 
0) @’ E qti,nti + ljW). 
(ii) lim,, m W’(n,,@m)) =4(m) e- 4xn(H)‘~(i(Y,Ad(m)Xo)+ (11~112/4)) 
We denote the limiting expression by #,(iim) 
(iii) dp E ~;6,&W. 
Proof: (i) is trivial. 
(ii) results directly from (7.1), together with the fact that 
d(ev(e- Mf)~+ e-2’f”‘wy) m) + $qrn) 
uniformly on compact sets of NM, as Z+ co. 
(iii) We need to check conditions (i), (ii), and (iii) of (4.7). 
If tEM+, reR, then 
$,(Gm exp(rX,,) t) = q5,(fi exp(r Ad(m) X0) mt) 
= #,(exp(X+ (Y+ r Ad(m) X,,)) mt) 
= &mt) e- 4ni(H)*r(i(Y+rAd(m)Xo,Ad(m)Xo)- (llXll*/4)) 
=x+(t) e- 
4ni,l(H)Zr.(xo.xo)r$,(iim) 
= Q(t) e -‘“‘“‘~,(fim). 
This proves (4.7)(i). 
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For (4.7)(ii), we need to check that 
(a) XbP=O, XErng), c~E@~, ($,oz)<O, 
@I (~+~Jx$M,=O, x~g-,, 
(c) xfj3p=o, xex;. 
(a) trivially follows because q5 is a highest weight vector for $. 
For (b) we compute for any XE~~, 
J3,(exp(& + Y, 1 ml 
=hm)fi _ e -4nl(H)z~((Y~ + (r/Z)CX,,Ad(m)Xl,Ad(m)Xo)r+ (1/4)11X1 + tAd(m)Xll*)) 
f-0 
= d(m) e- 4r~(H)‘~((Y,,Ad(m)Xo)i+ (llX1112/4)) 
X 
( 
-47c1(W2 p 
( 
i ([X,, Ad(m) Xl, Ad(m) X0) 
) 
+ (1/2)(Ad(m) K XI) 
> 
= -27tnl(W2 ptiJexp(X, + Y,) m)(([Ad(m)P1 XI, Xl, x01 i 
+(X, Ad(m)-’ X,)). 
Now 
(CAd(m)p’ X1, Xl, X0)= -NC.Wm)-’ X1, Xl, 0X0) 
=B(X, [Ad(m)-’ X1, I!?X,]) 
= -B(X, @X0, 8 Ad(m)-’ X,]) 
= (X, J, Ad(m)-’ X,) = -(J&K Ad(m)-’ X,); 
whence 
(X+ iJxoJ3 4,(expW, + Y, 14 
= -2711(H)* pq5,(exp(X, + Y,) m)( -i(J,,,X, Ad(m)--’ X,) 
+ (X, Ad(m)-’ X,) 
+ i( - I’(J&X, Ad(m)-’ X,) + (J,X, Ad(m)-’ X,)) 
= 0. 
For (c), we take Y, E Xt and compute 
Yo4,(exp(X+ Y) m) = jj 4xi(W2gC(Y+ rAd(m) Yo,Ad(m)Xo)i+ (IlXll*/4)) 
=% t=04p(expW+ Y)m)=O. 
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Finally, to check (4.7)(iii), we have 
Because it is of exponential decay, this function is integrable over 
iVM/g _ 21 z g --I x M with respect o quasi-invariant measure induced from 
the Haar measure on RM. m 
Proposition (7.2) gives the fundamental approximation of matrix entries; 
a matrix entry 4, associated to the irreducible representation of NM 
indexed by ($, ~7~) is obtained as a limit of matrix entries of irreducible 
representations of K associated to the points 
$ + (n + 4 Yo = (h,)* - ‘(II/T No) 
composed with the mapping x,,. 
We note that left convolution in K by 
is the natural projection operator in L2(K) onto Xti +,no+ljy,,(K), where 
d,= d,,, denotes the dimension of the space Xti+ cno+,jro(K). Likewise, left 
convolution in flA4 by dicjp (where d, is the dimension of X$(M)) is the 
natural projection operator in L*(RM) onto %ti,p(RA4). Our next (and 
final) task is to show in what sense the latter is approximated by the for- 
mer. This will be done in the next section. 
(7.3) Remarks on the Case where dim g -21 = 1 
In this case, we wish also to approximate matrix entries for points 
($, pyo), where p < 0. The above construction must then be modified as 
follows. We define t, by 
p.wr - 1 . 
= IPI 
From (7.1), we obtain 
lim dT(7c(n,,(Zm))’ = d(m) e 4ni.(H)*~(--i(Y1,Ad(m)Xo)+ (llXll*/4)) 
/-cc 
= 4P (say). 
The limiting expression 411 is then easily seen to belong to qti,p). The 
functions ~$7’ in this case belong to the Hilbert space of irreducible 
representation of K associated to ($, -Zy”) together with the polarization 
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(It should be recalled that for dim g- 21 = 1, Qz is empty and m,i reduces to 
zero.) 
These representations are of course equivalent to certain of the represen- 
tations p($,,,; however, their realization using j’ is more convenient in this 
context. 
For the purposes of the next section, we shall let, for I < 0, 
Y/ = d,@‘, 
where d, denotes the dimension of the above representation. 
The fact that different matrix coefficients of the same sequence of 
irreducible representations of K approach limits in nonequivalent represen- 
tations of NM is related to the splitting in two of the limiting deformed 
orbits, c.f. remarks in Section 2 of [5] and [ 121. 
8. THE APPROXIMATION OF MATRIX COEFFICIENTS 
Let fE C,“(mM), fix tj E t,*+ and PER+ (as explained in (7.3), if 
dimg-,,=l, we also allow PER-). Then 
belongs to $,,P,(NA4) and is the (Ic/, p) component of J We will show how 
to approxiamte this by a systematic hoice of matrix coefficients of K. In 
fact, up to a normalizing constant depending only on G and p, it may be 
approximated by 
which is the %$+ (nO+,jy component of f 0 n,;‘, composed with the 
appropriate contraction map. 
We first establish some notation. Following [6], we let 
d=$(dimg-,+2dimg-,,) 
and 
c=(4(dimg-,+4dimg-,,))-I. 
We also set 
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Our main result may now be stated 
(8.1) THEOREM. Let ~ECF(~M), p~[w+ (or [w+ uW when 
dim g-2j. = 1). Then 
The limit is uniform on compact subsets of NM. 
Remark. The essential part of the above formula is to give the 
approximation off *d, by matrix coefficients of K. However, since we can 
explicitly compute the dependence of the constant on p, we believe it is 
worth making a more detailed statement. It should be noted that by [ 11, 
Theorem 5; 81 Theorem 4.4, the Plancherel measure on (flA4)A- {(J/, II): 
$E%+*, PER+ (or R’uW)} is 
4$, A=& Md--l &. 
The proof of Theorem (8.1) will be preceded by two lemmas. 
(8.2) LEMMA. Let w, E C,“(i%V) be defined by 
w,(exp(X+ Y) m) = ((1 + cep2”“(“) (X12)2 +4cep4”“(H) 1Y12)-4 
Then 
(i) as I + CO, w, + 1 uniformly on compact subsets of iVM. 
(ii) Let h E flA4; then 
((fan,' I* yAn,,(h)) NMf(q3~,,(h) nt,(h,)) yY,(~,,(h,)) wdh,. 
ProojI (i) being clear, we proceed with the proof of (ii). By Proposition 
(2.4), n,: A%4 + K is a diffeomorphism onto a dense submanifold, and we 
may consider the function W,E C”(RA4) defined by 
w,(h) = det(d?r,,),,. 
By [15, 7.6.81, we have for FE C”O(K), 
J/(k)dk=I Foz,,(h)w,(h)dh. 
NM 
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In particular, 
Since n,, = k 0 A,,, where k is the “lifted” Cayley transform of (2.4), and 
since 
A,, exp(X+ Y) m = exp(e-‘/i.(H)X+ e-2f11(H)Y) m 
we see that 
w,(h) = ,--Oj.(H)(dim%; +2dim%z,.) det(&)Al,(h) 
= e PZf’A^(H)d det(dk),,,(,, 
71 IPI 
( > 
d = - w(A,,(h)), I 
where w(h) = det(dk),. 
The function w is known; it is clear that w(h) = w(exp(X+ Y)). By [ 151, 
we have 
w(exp(X+ y)) = ,-2dH(exPW+ U)) 
and by [6, IX. 3.81, 
edH(ex~U’+ Y))) = (( 1 + c 14 72 + 4c 1x12)42. 
Thus, we obtain 
and 
w,(h)= w(A,,(h))= ((1 +ce-2’/“(H) IX12)2+4ce-4”“H) lY12)-4 1 
(8.3) LEMMA. lim,, co lpcd-‘)d,= d, nIatQ+,@; (a(~7,))~‘. 
Proof: By the Weyl dimension formula, 
d = ” (Il/+(n,+l)?)(H,) 
/ 
O.cCJ+ 4Hm) 
= n II/ n (II/+(~o+~Y)(H,) 
ascp; a(Hm) ZE @+\@o+ 4HJ ’ 
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The first product on the right hand side is precisely d,. The second is a 
polynomial in I of degree card @ + \O,’ = d - 1 and leading coefficient 
Proof qf Theorem (8.1). By Lemma (8.2), 
Uf~q’)* ‘V,)(h) 
=i’-‘(n W’j” 
NM 
f(~,‘h,(hb,,(4 ‘1) Y,(71,,(h,))~v,(h,)dh,. 
Since f has compact support, we may use Lemma (2.6) to replace the 
integral over NM by an integral over a certain fixed compact subset B of 
RM. 
According to (2.7), (7.2)(ii), and (8.2), once we take out a factor of d,, 
the integrand approaches, uniformly on B, 
From (8.3) we have 
.fW r ’ )4,(h, 1. 
Hence we obtain 
lim I((fon;‘)*Y,)(h) 
1’72 
uniformly on compact subsets of NM. 1 
(8.4) The same techniques of proof give the following: 
COROLLARY. Let f, g E C,Y(RM). Then 
lim (l(f0~r,l)*Y,*(g*071,,~))~~,, 
/‘cc 
= vd, Ii4df*4p*g*, 
uniformly on compact sets. 
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With this construction, we have realized qti,r,(RA4) as a limit of the 
spaces 35&nyJ(K). In fact, for each f E Cp(flM), we have constructed a 
sequence (F,), F[E qti,[?,(K) such that lim,, ao F,o n,, E $ti,ll,(NM) is the 
(Ic/, Jo) component of J: 
Since the functions of the form f*dlLbP, f E C,“(flM) form a dense sub- 
space of &&,,(RM), every function in &&)(NM) can be obtained as a 
limit as above. 
Corollary (8.4) provides the analogous result for the matrix coefficients 
of the various representations. 
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